Abstract -In this paper, an efficient short-time Fourier analysis method for the quasi-periodic signals is proposed via an optimal fixed-lag finite impulse response (FIR) smoother approach using a receding horizon scheme. In order to deal with time-varying Fourier coefficients (FCs) of quasi-periodic signals, a state space model including FCs as state variables is augmented with the variants of FCs. Through an optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother, FCs and their increments are estimated simultaneously and combined to produce final estimates. A lag size of the optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother is chosen to minimize the estimation error. Since the proposed estimation scheme carries out the correction process with the estimated variants of FCs, it is highly probable that the smaller estimation error is achieved compared with existing approaches not making use of such a process. It is shown through numerical simulation that the proposed scheme has better tracking ability for estimating time-varying FCs compared with existing ones.
Introduction
The problem of estimating the time-varying Fourier coefficients (FCs) of the quasi-periodic signals has been one of the major topics in estimation theories and digital signal processing areas such as speech recognition, energy processing systems, mechanical systems, and general time series analysis [12, 13, 16] .
Under the assumption that the FCs of quasi-periodic signals vary slowly enough to be treated as constants in short-time interval, so called short time Fourier analysis has been developed and improved with the modified or upgraded versions [14, 15] . As old but practical schemes, the discrete Fourier transform(DFT) with window functions and the recursive discrete Fourier transform(RDFT) methods were proposed to effectively estimate the time-varying FCs of quasi-periodic signals [1, 2, 3, 4] . The DFT and RDFT methods can give exact estimations of FCs for a noiseless signal.
However, in most cases, real signals are corrupted with noises and hence the algorithms for estimating FCs should consider its stochastic information for enhancing the performance. In order to avoid the poor performance due to noises, Kalman filtering approaches were suggested in [5, 17] . In these approaches, FCs are included in parts of the state variables, which are estimated from Kalman filter using the stochastic information on noises.
Instead of using the Kalman filter that has infinite impulse response (IIR) structure, the finite impulse response (FIR) structure filter was also tried to be applied to estimate FCs. It has been well acknowledged in signal processing areas and estimation theories that FIR structure tends to be more robust and has the faster response, and hence FIR filters have been more commonly employed compared with IIR filters [9, 10, 11] . In order to employ such good properties of FIR structure, the optimal FIR filter approach was suggested in [6] . Compared with the DFT and RDFT methods for deterministic signals without noises, the state estimation schemes of Kalman IIR filters and FIR filters mentioned above turned out to be effective methods for suppressing noises and achieving fast tracking ability in estimating FCs. However, existing state space models employed in the Kalman IIR filters and FIR filters for estimating FCs have some limitation of representing the time-varying FCs. Since the zero mean Gaussian random process is employed to represent the variants of time-varying FCs, the tracking ability becomes poor or the convergence speed becomes slow when FCs vary with bias, or increases or decreases monotonically with time. In this regard, it would be very useful to develop the state space model based estimation schemes that can deal with time-varying FCs in a more effective way.
In this paper, we propose a new state space model, where the variants of time varying FCs are considered as parts of state variables and augmented with existing state space models. The estimated variants of time-varying FCs play a role in compensating estimation errors due to time varying FCs and hence achieving the fast convergence to real FCs. While existing approaches assume that FCs vary with time according to an unbiased random walk model, the proposed scheme estimates the variants of FCs directly and hence allows for biased random walk models in real situations. In addition, the paper employs more general optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother instead of optimal FIR filter. The optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother can give more general solution than the optimal FIR filter since the optimal FIR smoother is reduced to the FIR filter if the fixed-lag size is set to be zero. Additionally, we show that a fixed-lag size has an effect on the estimation errors. A fixed-lag size of the optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother is chosen to minimize the estimation error variance. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a new state space model for quasi-periodic signals is introduced to estimate FCs in a more efficient way. In Section 3, a short-time Fourier analysis method is suggested via the optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother. In Section 4, the performances of the proposed scheme and the existing one are compared through a numerical example. Finally, our conclusion is presented in Section 5.
A New State Space Model for Quasi-periodic Signals
Consider the following quasi-periodic signal model corrupted with measurement noises:
where T is the period of the signal and M is the number of harmonic components present in k z . We assume that the period T is fixed and known, and M is set to be / 2 T . Here,
− are the FCs of the m -th harmonic component at time k and they are time varying. k v is the measurement noise, which is a zeromean white Gaussian random process with the covariance R . Then, the quasi-periodic signal model in (1) can be represented with the following state space model [5, 6] :
where the state variable
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and the system matrix
and the measurement matrix
are given in the following form:
where the notations ⊕ and bdiag mean the block diagonal matrix expansion operator and the block diagonal matrix composed of its parameters, respectively, and
If it is assumed that the variants of FCs of the m-th harmonic components, i.e.
, ,
− , follow a random walk motion and then the time-varying FCs are represented as
the system model (2)- (3) can be written as
where the system noise
In [5, 6] , the harmonic pair Q bdiag The state space model (8)- (9) can represent the time varying FCs of the quasi-periodic signal models (1) by reflecting their variants in zero mean and stationary noise k w . However, it is not practical to assume that the variants of FCs are zero mean stationary noises. In reality, the FCs may vary with bias, or decrease or increase monotonically with time. Additionally, the FCs may not be stationary, which means that Q in (13) 
To begin with, we define (8)- (9) can be represented as follows.
It is noted that k w in (8) is replaced with
The variants k x Δ will be estimated and then combined
with k x to generate the final estimates of FCs. Instead of using k w that have effects on FCs directly as in (8), we propose a following noise model 
[ ]
is an identity matrix. The observability condition of the augmented system (17)-(18) can be easily checked as follows. If an original system (8)- (9) is observable, the following condition is satisfied:
for all λ . From (19), we have
The observability condition (20) is easily proved and its proof is omitted.
To be summarized, the proposed model (17)- (18) is effective in dealing with deterministic components of timevarying FCs. For example, monotonically increasing or decreasing FCs can be properly modeled with (17)-(18) .
However, such practically time-varying FCs is not well described with the existing model (8)- (9) . For this reason, the proposed model provides the faster tracking performance than the existing one.
Improved Short-time Fourier Analysis using Optimal Fixed-lag FIR Smoother
Let k χ , A , G , and C as [ ]
the system model (17)-(18) can be rewritten as,
For the state space model (22)- (23), the optimal fixed lag FIR smoother can be expressed as a linear function of the finite measurements on the horizon [ , ] 
where N and (0 ) h h N < < are the horizon length and the fixed-lag size, respectively, and 1 k Z − is the most recent finite number of measurements on the horizon [ , ] 
The optimal gain matrix of the fixed lag FIR smoother H for the following minimum error variance criterion,
is determined by [7] : 
and N Q and N R are the diagonal matrices of Q and R , respectively, given by:
Then, the time varying FCs and their increments can be obtained as follows:
For the state space model, the system noise covariance Q and the measurement noise covariance R are taken as I and 1, respectively. The number of harmonic components M is considered as 6.
In this simulation, we estimate the magnitude of the lower harmonic component at / 6 π , i.e. k c , by using the optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother with the proposed new state model and it is compared with the estimates of the optimal FIR filter and fixed-gain Kalman filter with the previous state model in [6] . To design the optimal FIR filter and smoother, the horizon size N and the fixed-lag size h are taken as 12 and 6, respectively. For the fixed-gain Kalman filter design, ε in [6] is set as 1.
In Fig. 1 , the estimation errors( k c ) of the optimal fixedlag FIR smoother with the proposed new state space model (22)-(23) are compared with those of the optimal FIR filter and fixed-gain Kalman filter with the previous state space model in [6] .
As shown in the figure, the proposed approach gives a better harmonic estimate for the time-varying FCs, compared with other two previous approaches. As expected, the proposed method gives unbiased estimate whereas estimates of other two approaches are biased, which comes from the assumption that the variants of time-varying FCs are zero mean Gaussian random process. Therefore, it can be said that the proposed method has better estimation performance than the previous approach. π To show the tracking performance of the proposed method, the estimated increments of FCs by using the proposed method are compared with the real increments of FCs in Fig. 2 .
As seen in this figure, the estimated increments of FC is closed and tracked well to the real increments of FCs. Thus, it can be said that the proposed scheme can allow the biased random walk models in real situations.
In order to show the benefit of using the proposed new state space model and the optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother, the estimation errors of estimators with the proposed new state space model are compared in Fig. 3 .
By comparing the results of optimal FIR filter in Fig. 1  and Fig. 3 , it is easily observed that the unbiasedness of the proposed approach comes from the new state space model. Therefore, it is said that the proposed new model could better describe the real quasi-periodic signal than the previous model in [6] . Moreover, it is also shown that the optimal fixed-lag smoother has better tracking ability for estimating time-varying FCs compared with Kalman filtering and the optimal FIR filtering approaches.
The fixed-lag lag size of the optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother can be considered as a design parameter of estimator. In order to obtain the optimal fixed-lag size of the optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother, estimation error variances are compared with each fixed-lag size in Fig. 4 . By observing Fig. 4 , we can easily see that the optimal lag size which is chosen to minimize the estimation error variance is the half of the horizon size. It means that the information which consists of half of the future information and half of the past information estimates better than the other combination of future and past information.
Conclusion
In this paper, a short-time Fourier analysis method for the quasi-periodic signals with time-varying FCs was proposed by using the optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother. Moreover, a new state model was proposed to represent the noisy quasi-periodic signals composed of harmonics which have time varying FCs instead of using the Gaussian random process for the increments of FCs. In the new state model, the increments of the time varying FCs were considered as an auxiliary state and estimated. The optimal fixed-lag FIR smoother applied to the short time Fourier analysis does not require any heuristic approaches such as infinite covariance of the initial state. Moreover, the optimal FIR smoother can be more general and give better estimate than any existing FIR filter. Therefore, the proposed short time Fourier analysis method could give more general solution and better estimate than that of optimal FIR filtering approach. By numerical example, it was shown that the proposed method has better tracking ability for time-varying FCs and more noise-suppression ability than other existing approaches. Moreover, the characteristics of the best lag size for the state model was analyzed by numerical analysis.
